A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF CAR CARE PRODUCTS

FOR A SPECIAL BREED

WASH

INTERIOR

REPAIR

WAX & POLISH

TYRES

WASH

WAX &
POLISH

GLO WASH

LIQUID POLISHING WAX

PAINT DOCTOR

KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Polishing Wax creates a brilliant shine that
lasts for months. A special combination of silicones and premium
Carnauba wax protects your car’s surface. Best of all, KITTEN ULTRA
Liquid Polishing Wax lets you simply wipe on and buff off with ease,
leaving your car with a brilliant showroom shine.

KITTEN ULTRA Paint Doctor is the perfect solution to touch up
isolated scuffs scratches and blemishes while safely restoring a
deep rich gloss to the treated area. KITTEN ULTRA Paint Doctor
contains fine polishing compounds, premium Carnauba wax and
superior fluids to remove any imperfections. It is safe to use on
clear coat finishes, easy to apply and won’t dry out. It can also
rejuvenate dull or faded paintwork.

TYRES

WET LOOK
TYRE SHINE

REMOVES SCUFFS & STAINS

PROTECTS & SHINES

GENTLE SHAMPOO
FOR CARS

KITTEN ULTRA Glo Wash is
specially designed to keep
your car looking in showroom
condition and is also ideal
for use on boats. It helps to
preserve your car’s paint and
finish by removing stubborn
road grime that can become
ingrained and cause paintwork
to deteriorate.

REPAIR

INSTANTLY CLEANS & SHINES

KITTEN ULTRA Wet Look Shine gives your tyres
an instant perfect finish. Just spray on. There’s no
need to brush or wipe.
KITTEN ULTRA Wet Look Shine is specially
formulated to prevent discolouration of tyres
without damaging wheels or paintwork. It
contains a specific silicone which provides a
protective layer on the tyre that easily helps
to keep tyres cleaner longer. This pack should
rejuvenate around 29 standard tyres.

PART NO. 19120
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LIQUID CUT & POLISH

LENS DOCTOR

HEAVY DUTY REJUVENATOR

RESTORES PLASTIC LENSES

KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Cut & Polish is a breakthrough new formula
containing microfine abrasives that have been specifically formulated
to rejuvenate dull and faded surfaces without damage. Paintwork
that is in poor or heavily weathered condition will be rejuvenated, and
oxidized surfaces and paint colours will be renewed. It contains the
finest premium Carnauba wax and silicones to provide a long lasting,
durable shine that helps protect your car’s surface. No hard rubbing
is required and it is safe and easy to use. If your paintwork is already
in reasonable condition, use KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Polishing Wax.

KITTEN ULTRA Lens Doctor restores clarity to dull and yellowing
headlight lenses. Removes discolouration, stains, light scratches
and hazing and delays future discolouration. Safe to use on most
plastic surfaces including head and tail light lenses, motorbike
bug shields, auto and marine windshields, instrument clusters,
helmet visors, safety goggles and plastic convertible windows.

ONE STEP
TYRE CARE
CLEANS, PROTECTS, SHINES
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KITTEN ULTRA One Step Tyre Care gives your
tyres an instant perfect finish. Just spray on.
There’s no need to brush or wipe.

PART NO. 19130

This amazingly effective product is so simple,
quick and clean. Let KITTEN ULTRA One Step Tyre
Care do the work for you. Removes tyre stains
and scuff marks, makes tyres like new again.
One easy spray is all it takes to clean, protect and
shine your tyres and mud flaps.

POLISHING WAX NO.1

WASH
& WAX

BRILLIANT SHINE TO SURFACE

CLEANS & PROTECTS
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KITTEN ULTRA Wash ‘n’ Wax
is a two-in-one product, which
combines a special blend of
high quality cleaning agents
and protective waxes. It
removes heavy road grime and
leaves a protective wax coating
on your car as you wash.

GLASS DOCTOR

KITTEN ULTRA Polishing Wax No.1 is great for bringing shine to
surfaces in reasonably good condition. The special combination of
silicones and the finest Carnauba waxes will provide a protective high
gloss treatment for your car’s surface.

INTENSE CLEANER & POLISHER

KITTEN ULTRA Glass Doctor restores glass by removing water
spots, stains and other imperfections from most glass surfaces.
Ideal to use on vehicles, boats and buildings, shower doors,
mirrors, glass balustrades, gas and wood fireplace glass,
aquarium and terrarium glass.

POLISHING WAX NO.2

Available in 1L or 400g aerosol.
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HEAVY DUTY REJUVENATOR

Ordinary household detergents
often contain salt, which
causes corrosion. KITTEN
ULTRA Wash ‘n’ Wax formula
inhibits rust forming while
you wash your car.When used
regularly, KITTEN ULTRA
Wash ‘n’ Wax creates a lasting
shine and is also ideal for
boats.
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KITTEN ULTRA Cut & Polish No.2 has been designed to rejuvenate
paintwork that’s in poor or heavily weathered condition. It combines
the finest Carnauba waxes and silicones to provide a lasting shine
that protects your car’s surface.

MAKES TYRES LOOK NEW

METAL DOCTOR

CUTTING COMPOUND
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KITTEN ULTRA Tyre Black is an easy way to make
tyres, black rubber, car mats and mud flaps look
new again.

RESTORES, POLISHES, PROTECTS

RESTORES DULL FADED SURFACES
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TYRE BLACK
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KITTEN ULTRA Metal Doctor is a quality metal polish that cleans,
polishes and protects metal surfaces. It provides long lasting
shine and protection. Regular use can prevent future tarnishing
and corrosion. Safe on aluminium, brass, copper, silver, stainless
steel, chrome, pewter and all other bright-work components.
It is perfect for all automotive, marine, hobby and household
applications.

KITTEN ULTRA Cutting Compound is designed to remove heavily
weathered layers of paintwork, and for restoring poor surfaces. It is
also useful for removing old waxes, tar and scratches. After cutting,
surfaces should always be polished with KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Polishing Wax or KITTEN ULTRA Polishing Wax No.1 to create a lasting
shine.
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KITTEN ULTRA Tyre Black contains water
resistant waxes to keep your tyres looking good
for longer.
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INTERIOR

AIR FRESH
PURIFIES THE AIR

KITTEN ULTRA AIR FRESH is a scientifically developed
deodoriser, formulated to give cars, home or the office a
fresh clean and fragrant feeling that lasts.
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GLASS CLEANER
SPARKLING STREAK-FREE FINISH

KITTEN ULTRA Glass Cleaner’s fast acting professional
formula is guaranteed to be safe to use on glass, mirrors,
perspex and marble benchtops.
KITTEN ULTRA Glass Cleaner acts quickly to remove dirt and
grime. Contains special surfactants to prevent misting. It is
also an ideal fixing lubricant for window seals.

ABOUT
KITTEN ULTRA
First trademarked in 1964
and developed specifically for
Australia’s harsh conditions,
the Kitten brand has been a
mainstay for motor enthusiasts for
generations.
The much loved cleaners, polishes and protectors that have
kept Aussie cars performing and looking their best since the
1960s have been revved up and restyled for a contemporary
new line of garage essentials for those who demand the best
performance.
With a 50-year legacy of being a market leader in the
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Australian car care market, CRC are very proud of Kitten’s

INTERIOR
PROTECTANT

place in Australia’s automotive history.

KITTEN ULTRA Interior Protectant forms a barrier on and
under the surface guarding against cracking, dulling and
fading caused by penetration of ozone, ultraviolet rays
and oxygen. Materials treated with KITTEN ULTRA Interior
Protectant receive long lasting protection, regain lustre
and colour, making these surfaces anti-static, repelling dust
and dirt.

through extensive research and development, anticipating

PROTECTS, PRESERVES

The launch of Kitten Ultra is an exciting new chapter for the
CRC as they remain focussed on adding customer value
demand and delivering the right solutions in an ever-changing
market.
Offering sleek new packaging and various formula
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enhancements, Kitten Ultra combines striking shelf appeal
with extra muscle to clean, rejuvenate, polish and protect like

INTERIOR CLEANER

never before.

CLEANS VINYL, VELOUR, LEATHER AND CLOT

KITTEN ULTRA Interior Cleaner is a great all-purpose
foaming cleaner that cleans and deodorises a variety of
surfaces in the car, boat or home. It’s ideal for use on carpets,
vinyl, vinyl roofs, leather, cloth and velour. It’s also ideal for
use on metal, wood, rubber, lino and even paintwork. And
it’s easy to use.

CONNECT WITH US
VIA SOCIAL MEDIA
/KITTENULTRA
/KITTENULTRA
FORASPECIALBREED
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WWW.KITTENULTRA.COM

